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Background: DLP & Text Encoding 
In the beginning, there was the 
Victorian Women Writers Project (c. 
1995) … 
²  DLP has been supporting 
electronic text projects since its 
inception in 1997 
²  LETRS, Library Electronic Text 
Resource Service (early 90s) 
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Indiana Magazine of History (IMH) 
}  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/imh/ 
(1905-2009) 
}  Partnership with Professor Eric 
Sandweiss, Department of History 
}  Continuously published by Indiana University 
since 1905 in cooperation with the Indiana 
Historical Society 
 
}  Features peer-reviewed historical articles, 
research notes, annotated primary 
documents, reviews, and critical essays 
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IMH Online 
}  Full text & facsimile images 
}  Searching at the article-level 
}  Filter by article type 
}  Search within article features 
(e.g., letters) 
}  Browsing at the issue-level 
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IMH Online: Searching 
}  Filter by article type 
}  Scholarly Article 
}  Book Reviews 
}  Editorial Materials 
}  Filter by Article Feature 
}  Letters 
}  Diaries 
}  Bibliographies 
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IMH Online: Full Text View 
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IMH Online: Facsimile Page Images 
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Swinburne Project 
}  http://swinburneproject.org 
}  Partnership with Professor John 
Walsh, School of Library and 
Information Science 
}  Features poetry, critical essays, letters 
and other reference and contextual 
materials by and about Victorian poet, 
Algernon Charles Swinburne 
 
}  Full text and Facsimile Page Images 
}  Searching at the poem-level 
}  Browsing at the collection- and 
poem-level 
}  Visualizations 
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Swinburne Project 
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Swinburne Project: Full Text View 
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Swinburne Project: Facsimile Page Images 
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Swinburne Project: Visualizations 
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The Chymistry of Isaac Newton Project 
}  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/
newton/ 
}  Partnership with Professor Bill Newman, 
Department of History and Philosophy 
of Science 
}  Scholarly edition of Newton’s alchemical 
writings (2,000 manuscripts, over a million 
words, normalized and diplomatic 
transcriptions and introductions) 
}  Full text and facsimile page images 
}  Browse manuscripts 
}  Search symbols, scribe, language, etc. 
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The Chymistry of Isaac Newton Project 
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Newton Project: Full Text View 
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Newton Project: Facsimile Page Images 
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Newton Project: Crazy Search Options! 
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Text Encoding Overview, or, Why 
Encode Texts? 
}  Store information 
}  Access 
}  Preservation 
}  Share information 
}  Searching/Browsing 
}  Interoperability & Portability: Harvesting/Repurposing 
}  Analyze information 
}  Linguistic analysis 
}  Concordances 
}  Visualize information 
}  Interactive timelines 
}  Map-based interfaces 
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Principles Governing Text Encoding 
}  Representing the text (a.k.a. descriptive or document-centric 
markup) following the Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and 
Interchange (TEI) 
}  Structural 
}  Text divisions (chapters, sections, etc.), paragraphs, lists, tables, line 
groups, lines, etc. 
}  Semantic 
}  Metadata for the electronic and for the source document 
}  References to people, places, events, organizations, etc. within the text 
(phrase-level) 
}  Stylistic  
}  Typographic features like bold, italics, small caps, indentations, etc. 
 
The document and the markup can serve as an object of analysis and 
increased discoverability 
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What is a Textual Document? 
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Variants 
Swinburne’s Poems (1904) 
Swinburne’s Songs of the Springtides 
(1880) 
 
 
 
MS. Special Collections 
Research Center. 
Syracuse University 
Library  
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Continuity in serials 
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Intertextual and Contextual Information 
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Whole/Parts 
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What is a Textual Document? Dynamic, 
Actually! 
 
“Within The Chymistry of Isaac Newton, encoding 
approaches and practices* become a part of the scholarship 
of the project itself, and revolves around such questions as: 
what did Newton mean in instance x? How does our 
perception of that meaning change over time, as the 
members of the project examine a greater number of 
manuscripts? How is this growth in meaning reflected in 
changes to encoding practice and, by extension, in delivery 
and access services?” (Jiao, Lopez)  
“Data Integrity and Document-centric XML,” XML Conference, 2006 
             * writing and production style 
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Challenges with Text Encoding   
}  Presentation is variable (difficult to predict) 
}  Text encoding is not necessarily simple data entry/
capture; interpretation and/or research are often at play 
}  Text encoding is not neutral or objective (thus the need 
for specific encoding guidelines to govern encoding 
projects) 
}  Text encoding is a strategic representation of the text 
(made more complicated by level of faithfulness to the 
source text) 
Slide adapted from Julia Flanders and Syd Bauman 
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Best Practices for TEI in Libraries 
 
http://oclc.org/NET/teiinlibraries 
 
The TEI Consortium's Special Interest Group on Libraries has 
recently completed a major revision to the “Best Practices for 
TEI in Libraries” that contain updated versions of the widely 
adopted encoding "levels," which span from fully automated 
reformatting of print content to deep encoding to support 
content analysis and scholarly uses.   
 
A substantially revised TEI Header section supports greater 
interoperability between text collections and metadata schemes 
commonly used by libraries (e.g., MARC).  "
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Best Practices as Model for Streamlining 
the Electronic Text Workflow: Levels 1-4? 
Level 1 
Level 2 
Level 3 
Level 4 
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Electronic Text Trio 
}  Use cases in parallel, phased web development for 
three electronic text projects: 
}  Indiana Authors and Their Books (Indiana Authors) 
}  Brevier Legislative Reports (Brevier) 
}  Victorian Women Writers Project (VWWP) 
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Indiana Authors and Their Books: Level 3, 
TEI P4 (Lite and “Custom”) 
}  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/
inauthors 
}  Partnership with IUB Arts & Humanities 
and Technical Services  
}  3-volume reference work Indiana Authors and 
Their Books, which showcases approximately 
400 monographs by selected authors from 
Indiana’s Golden Age of Literature 
(1880-1920) as well as other renown Indiana 
authors 
}  Features bibliographic and full text searching 
of monographs and the encyclopedia  
}  Full text, page images, PDF 
}  Bibliographic and keyword searching 
}  Search filters monographs and encyclopedia 
}  Faceted results 
}  Browsing at the volume-level (title/author/pub year) 
and encyclopedia entry-level (author) 
}  Bi-directional links from monographs to entries 
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Brevier Legislative Reports: Level 4 (TEI P5) 
}  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/law/
brevier  (1858-1887) 
}  Partnership with Michael Maben, IUB 
Law Library 
}  Verbatim reports of the legislative history of 
the Indiana General Assembly 
}  Features senate and house proceedings, 
resolutions, roll calls, votes, enacted 
legislation and motley of front/back matter 
content (charts, biographical sketches, etc.) 
}  Full text, page images, PDF 
}  Search filters house/senate proceedings or enacted 
legislation; search within roll call, votes, and 
committees 
}  Faceted results 
}  Browsing at the volume-level, proceedings and 
enacted legislation 
}  Links from debates to final language of enacted 
legislation  
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Victorian Women Writers Project: Level 5 
(from TEI P3 to TEI P5) 
}  http://www.dlib.indiana.edu/collections/vwwp 
}  Ongoing Partnership with Angela 
Courtney and IUB English department 
}  Collection of British women writers of the 
19th century, representing an array of genres 
- poetry, novels, children's books, political 
pamphlets, religious tracts, histories, and 
more 
}  Features enhanced topical and genre access, 
timelines, critical introductions and scholarly 
annotations (in development) 
}  Full text, page images, PDF 
}  Bibliographic and keyword searching 
}  Faceted results 
}  Browsing at the volume-level (title/author/pub year) 
}  Coming soon … 
}  Genre browse/search 
}  Links to critical introductions 
}  Integration of scholarly annotations 
}  and more! 
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The Developer Perspective 
}  Overview 
}  The developer perspective and challenge of building and 
supporting encoded text delivery services 
}  The development strategy that got us through three recent 
simultaneous projects and hopefully laid the foundation for 
best practices service oriented approach 
}  Did the strategy work? 
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Developer Perspective: The Challenge 
}  Developers in the middle of tension between encoding 
practices and software constraints 
}  Encoding practices allow for richness and flexibility 
}  But development requires rules, rules require assumptions 
}  Capabilities of available platforms tend to reflect institutional 
practices and philosophies 
}  Encoding practice impacts everything in XTF, not just 
document rendering (search, browse, etc.) 
}  Plus, richness of encoding encourages envisioning of 
possibilities for online experience 
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Developer Perspective: The Challenge 
}  Challenge to resolve some of this tension came in the 
form of hard deadlines for three projects with long 
histories 
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Developer Perspective: The Challenge 
}  Challenge to resolve some of this tension came in the 
form of hard deadlines for three projects with long 
histories 
}  The same deadline, actually! 
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Developer Perspective: The Strategy 
}  The typical development pattern won't work 
}  Working in a start/stop/start fashion on individual projects in 
series 
}  Not enough time, no way to leverage commonalities 
}  Some stakeholders put into an all too familiar holding pattern 
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Developer Perspective: The Strategy 
}  Strategic simultaneous iterations 
}  Bring each project along while developing general groupings of 
functionality 
}  Each project gets new functionality before moving on to next 
group 
}  Don't develop collections 
}  Develop building blocks, adapt to individual collections 
}  Push the boundaries of XTF mechanisms for branding 
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Developer Perspective: The Strategy 
}  Common building blocks 
}  Full text view 
}  Search and browse system 
}  Site experience and features (My Selections, etc.) 
}  Page image integration 
}  Laid the foundation for service oriented approach going 
forward 
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Full Text View Building Block 
XTF Branding and 
XSLT stylesheet 
overrides 
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Developer Perspective:  
There’s always a catch 
}  The Brevier Reports ‘Opportunity’… 
}  As it turns out, documents can be anywhere...even inside 
of documents! 
}  Search and browse granularity for Brevier predicated on 
document sections (Legislative Days, etc.) not physical volumes 
}  Saved by an undocumented XTF feature: sub-document 
indexing 
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Developer Perspective: 
 Did the strategy work? 
}  Simultaneous iterations definitely worked 
}  All three in production at end of 2011 with most requirements 
met 
}  Everyone got to see and sort out impact of encoding practice 
early instead of later 
}  Everyone got something along the way 
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Developer Perspective: 
 Did the strategy work? 
}  Building block strategy already working for us going 
forward 
}  Remember the sub-document thing that saved us in Brevier? 
}  Indiana Authors encyclopedias have same use case, and we're 
already covered for it 
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Developer Perspective: 
 Did the strategy work? 
}  Overall mostly yes, but real success yet to be seen 
}  Encoding practices (and their impacts) were already set for 
these projects 
}  Still a fair amount of development adapting building blocks per 
project 
}  Resolving the tension is dependent upon integrating 
these building blocks into the encoding practice, 
interface design, and encoding workflow from the 
beginning 
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Developer Perspective: 
 Did the strategy work? 
}  My perspective is mostly yes, but let's see what Julie has 
to say about that… 
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Site Design 
}  3 projects 
}  Brevier Legislative Reports 
}  Indiana Authors and Their Books 
}  Victorian Women Writers Project 
}  3 web sites 
}  Home page 
}  Search Results 
}  Full Text Display 
}  Mobile 
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Core v. Custom: Full Text Display 
Core 
<salute> 
<l> 
<lg> 
<item> 
<head> 
IA 
@type=“letter” 
<docAuthor> 
<sp> 
<speaker> 
<name> 
<note> 
<epigraph> 
<byline> 
<quote> 
<opener> 
<address> 
<emph> 
<figure> 
<table> 
<closer> 
<milestone> 
<pb> 
<ref> 
<xref> 
<hi> 
<lb> 
VWWP 
<list> 
<p> 
Brevier 
<div> 
<list> 
<p> 
<ref> 
<list> 
<p> 
<div> 
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Core v. Custom: Search Results 
Document Sub-Document  
(encyclopedia entry or  
session minutes) (book) 
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Encoding Practices 
}  Streamlined as we went 
}  Like core set of styles, need core set of encoding 
guidelines 
}  Levels of TEI encoding might help est. core encoding 
practices 
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In Conclusion … Let’s Discuss 
}  Improvements and gains across various areas: 
}  Project Management (i.e., collaborations, realistic goals, deadlines met) 
}  Design Process / Technical Development (i.e., building blocks, design templates, 
etc.) 
}  Encoding (i.e., harmonizing encoding practices) 
}  Always need to reckon with the ability to be nimble 
}  Standards evolve 
}  Technology changes 
}  Documents are dynamic 
}  Next steps 
}  Determine if the E-Text Trio serve as archetypes 
}  Take the Best Practices for TEI in Libraries for a spin 
}  Investigate whether we indeed can go the way of Archives Online, a unified 
delivery system for e-text projects or whether we adopt an aggregator model 
where we have an e-text portal with links to the native sites 
